SOLUTIONS

THE CLARIDGE STORY
FOR OVER 65 YEARS, THE CLARIDGE NAME HAS BEEN SYNONYMOUS WITH QUALITY,
SERVICE AND INNOVATION. OUR PRODUCTS CAN BE FOUND IN GLEAMING NEW OFFICES,
PRESTIGIOUS COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES, RESPECTED HOSPITALS AND SCHOOLS ACROSS
THE COUNTRY. CLARIDGE OFFERS A COMPLETE SET OF SOLUTIONS FOR THE NEW WORLD
OF WORK — NO MATTER WHAT TYPE OF WORK YOU DO.

From the workplace to the classroom, the emphasis today
is on performance, productivity and a pleasing environment.
Claridge visual display products and accessories offer unmatched
performance and high style. Our state-of-the-art production
facility enables our skilled team to control quality at every step in
the process. In addition to offering a broad selection of standard
colors, surfaces and finishes, we can custom-craft most products
to perfectly suit any space or task. Let our friendly, knowledgeable
customer service staff help you create exactly what you need.
Contemporary business operates at a lightning pace, so we
maintain a wide variety of standard product lines in stock for fast
shipping and delivery. For custom product orders, Claridge Priority
Response and On-Time Shipping programs provide a firm ship
date.

We listen and react to our customers’ needs and concerns. For
example, we have worked with our packaging manufacturers to
re-design our carton to minimize damages, and we have introduced
a $750 Free Freight Program* (specific to Quick Ship items
shipped at standard pricing). We learned through a survey just how
important these issues were to our customers and we reacted.
At Claridge, we work to earn your trust and satisfaction from start
to finish. That’s the way we do business — today and always.

*Free freight orders will be shipped at Claridge discretion.

We also conduct a number of “green” initiatives — from in-house
recycling programs to using renewable resources and alternative
materials — to reduce our environmental footprint and minimize
exposure to harmful substances.
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